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To whom it may concern,
Shandong New Beiyang Information technology Co., Ltd (“SNBC”) specializes in research and
development, manufacturing and sales of special printers and scanners as well as system integration
products (“SNBC Products”). Orient Technologies BV (“OT”) is a fully-owned subsidiary of SNBC, and is
responsible for the sales, technical and financial support of all SNBC Products within the EMEA region.
Since 2001, SNBC and OT (“SNBC/OT”) made substantial financial investments and investments in time
and effort in (improving) its research and development, product lines, marketing, sales and after-sale
support for SNBC Products. SNBC/OT understands its customers to be highly satisfied with the quality
and reliance of the SNBC Products, its tailor-made solutions and continuous innovation, which allows
SNBC/OT to establish, maintain and further expand its strong market position globally.
It has recently came to SNBC/OT’s attention that Custom S.p.A. (“Custom”) is of the opinion that
SNBC/OT’s thermal printer for ATM’s, with model number BK-T180, infringes upon Custom’s intellectual
property rights, in particular Custom’s European patent EP 2 675 624 B1 (“Patent”). In Germany, one
product of this model BK-T180 has been seized and is currently held by the local German prosecution
office for investigation purposes only.
Considering the serious and urgent nature of this case, SNBC/OT immediately engaged Greenberg
Traurig, LLP’s legal team in Amsterdam, headed by Mr. Hans Urlus, a principal shareholder with over
30 years of experience in cross-border litigation and legal services. SNBC/OT further engaged the
experienced German patent attorney-team from Leinweber & Zimmerman, the Intellectual Property
litigation-team from Beiten Burkhardt’s Munich office and Santa Maria Studio’s Intellectual Property
litigation-team in Milan. Greenberg Traurig, LLP, Leinweber & Zimmerman, Beiten Burkhardt and Santa
Maria Studio are currently handling this case with a combined and active approach.
With thorough analysis of the Patent, SNBC/OT is of the opinion that the Patent is invalid and not
infringed upon. Furthermore, SNBC/OT is not infringing Custom’s Patent since the patented technical
features are not used by SNBC/OT.
Considering the above, we hereby inform you that the (offering for) sale of SNBC/OT’s BK-T180 in
Europe, including but not limited to Germany, does not constitute an infringement of the Patent.
In closing, SNBC/OT notes that Custom’s unfounded claim merely pertains to the product BK-T180 and
does not affect other SNBC Products.
We will keep you informed of important progress and developments in this case. Thank you again for
your confidence and trust in SNBC/OT.
Your sincerely,

Mr. Qiangzi CONG,
Legal Representative of Shandong New Beiyang Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Director of Orient Technologies BV

